
                                                           

 

Training for Tomorrow 
 
 

Southington High School and The Greater Southington Chamber of Commerce are teaming 
together to provide students a valuable learning experience in the business marketplace.  
Our co-sponsored program, Training for Tomorrow, matches students and their career 
interests in an internship or shadow opportunity with a local business. The program supports 
students’ choices for a fulfilling and enriching career in the future.  
 
 

 The internship program can vary from a one-day job shadow to a 9-week experience 
depending on the business. 

 You must be in good academic standing in order to participate in the program. 
 Based on your career interests, you will be matched with a business in that specific 

industry.  
 You will be required to go through an interview process with the potential employer.    

It is your responsibility to call and arrange an interview with the designated business. 
 You will be required to provide a resume to the employer and complete their 

application or any other required paperwork from their business. 
 The employer and student will review and confirm the job description. For the program 

to be successful, it is important you feel you are performing productive work to help you 
understand the career opportunity you have chosen. 

 You will be expected to follow all standard employee rules that are in place for the 
employer.  

 You will be expected to dress appropriately for the job being offered. 
 You will be expected to check-in via email with the SHS coordinator about your 

experiences during your internship as agreed upon during acceptance to the program. 
 A Chamber representative will conduct an onsite visit during your internship. 
 You will be required to complete a final report upon completion of your shadow 

day/internship. A report outline will be provided upon acceptance to the program. 
 The employer will be asked to provide feedback on the students’ performance in the 

workplace.   
 The employer, along with the SHS coordinator, may terminate the internship at any time 

if necessary. 
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